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This invention relates to tools for rail 
joints, and more particularly to tools adapt 
ed to clamp joint bars at opposite sides of a 
rail joint preparatory to the application of 

5 the nuts and bolts which secure the joint bars 

: - - an 

3. 

4. 

together with the rail ends gripped therebe 
tween. 
The object of this invention is to provide 

a tool for handily performing the operations 
of positioning joint bars in opposite align 
ment, of drawing the joint bars together to 
seat them in predetermined positions in fish 
ing engagement with the rails, and of main 
taining the joint bars in such engagement 
while the nuts and bolts are applied, thus 
greatly simplifying the work incident to as 
sembling the elements of a rail joint. 
Other more specific objects and advan 

tages characterizing my invention will be 
come more fully apparent from the descrip 
tion hereinafter of one example or embodi 
ment of the practice thereof, having refer 
ence to the accompanying drawing. 
Of the drawing: . - 
Fig. I represents a side elevation of a tool 

of my invention as applied to a rail joint, 
Fig. II represents an end elevation of the 

Ste. , - . . 

Fig. III represents a cross section, taken 
as indicated by the lines III-III of Fig. I. 

Fig. TV represents a perspective view of a 
jaw of the joint bar tool, showing the face 
thereof; and, - - ' 

Fig. W. represents a similar perspective 
view of the jaw, showing the back thereof. 
In the drawing, a rail is designated at 1, 

and at each side of the rail joint there are 
mounted joint, bars 2 of conventional form. 
The tool for clamping together the joint bars 
2 in fishing engagement with the rail com 
prises generally a pair of arms 3, 3 pivoted 
together on a pin 4, opposite jaws 5 full 
crumed for independent or free movement 
at pins 6 on the lower ends of the arms 3,3', 
and means, preferably in the form of a tog 
gle joint, for drawing the lower ends of the 
arms 3 together. Each arm 3, 3’ is in the 

O 

form of abell crank lever. One such arm 3 
includes a bifurcated joint 7 within which 

) the corresponding portion of the other arm 
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8 is fitted and pivotally connected. The 
arm 3 also includes a bifurcated upper end 
8, within which a handle 9 is accommodated, 
the handle being pivoted at a pin 10. A 
pair of opposite links 11 is pivoted at a pin 
12 on the upper end of the arm 3 and at a 
pin 13 on the handle 9. In an obvious man 
ner depression of the handle 9 serves, 
through the toggle mechanism described, to 
draw together the lower ends of the arms 
3, 3’ about the parts of the rail joint. 
The pivoted arms 3, 3’ are so designed 

as to straddle the rail 1 to which the tool 
is applied with the jaws 5 carried between 
the top surface of the rail head 14 and the 
bottom surface of the rail base 15. Each 
jaw 5 is preferably of T-shaped cross sec 
tion, and is provided at its inner face with 
stepped formations adapted to bear upon 
portions of the adjacent, joint bar and rail. 
In the example shown in the drawing, the 
inner face of each jaw includes near the 
top thereof a flat vertical surface 16 adapt 
ed to bear against the side of the rail head, 
a downwardly and outwardly inclined sur 
face 17, and a flat vertical surface 18 adapt 
ed to bear upon the head of a joint bar 2. 
At the center of the inner face of each jaw 
5, a pin or projection 19 is provided, this 
pin or projection being adapted to fit snug 
ly within a bolt hole, as shown at 20, of the 
joint bar 2. Beneath the pin or projection 
19 an additional flat vertical surface 21 is provided, this surface being adapted to bear 
upon the base of the joint bar 2. At the 
bottom of the jaw 5 there is still another 
vertical flat face 22 stepped outward from 
the surface 21 and adapted to bear against 
the edge of the rail base 15. The four flat 
surfaces 16, 18, 21 and 22 are thus disposed 
in parallel spaced relation and conform to 
corresponding surfaces of an assembled rail joint. 
The operation of the tool is as follows: 

Joint bars, such as shown at 2, are first 
loosely mounted at the ends of adjoining 
rails where a joint is to be formed. The 
tool is then caused to straddle the rail, and 
the pins 19 on the jaws 5 are inserted within 
corresponding bolt holes (preferably either 
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of the two middle bolt holes) of the oppo 
site joint bars. Thereafter the actuating 
handle 9 of the tool is pressed downward to 
draw the lower ends of the arms 3, 3’ to 
gether. As the jaws 5 approach each other, 
the joint bars 2 are drawn together into fish 
ing engagement with the rails 1. The move 
ment of the lower ends of the arms 3, 3’ to 
wards each other will continue until the 
jaws 5 are in contact with the rail head 
14 at their vertical surfaces 18 and with the 
rail base 15 at their vertical surfaces 22. 
At this point the joint bars 2 will have been 
seated by their engagement with the jaw 
surfaces 18 and 21 in their correct positions 
on the rails and in proper relation to each 
other with corresponding bolt holes in op 
posite alignment. With the joint bars 2 thus 
seated and clamped together in the desired 
predetermined positions on the rails, the 
bolts of the rail joint, with the exception of 
that bolt which is to be used at the bolt 
holes where the tool is applied, are inserted, 
and their nuts are drawn up. Thereafter 
the tool is removed and the last remaining 
bolt is inserted and its nut screwed thereon. 
From the above description it will be ap 

parent that the tool of my invention affords 
a comparatively simple means for expediting 
the assembly of joint bars at a rail joint, 
and that considerable time and labor may 
be saved by the use of this tool as compared 
with the manual operations heretofore in 
volved in the assembling of a rail joint. The 
tool is especially useful by reason of its 
capacity to seat the joint bars in proper re 
lation to the rails by merely applying force 
at the actuating handle. 
While I have shown in the drawing a 

particular form of joint bar, it will of 
course be apparent that the jaws of the tool 
may be designed for use in connection with 
many other types of joint bars, and that by 
providing a set of differently formed jaws, 
the tools may readily be converted for use 
with any particular type of joint bar. Fur 
thermore, the described toggle joint through 
which the arms 3, 3’ are swung about their 
pivotal connection 4 represents merely one 
example of mechanism which is contem 
plated clamping the arms together. It will 
also be apparent that various other changes 
may be made in the form of the apparatus 
herein described and illustrated without de 
parting from the spirit of the invention as 
defined in the claims hereto annexed. 
Having thus described my invention, I 

claim: 
1. A tool for applying joint, bars to rails 

comprising pivoted arms adapted to straddle 
a rail, means for drawing said arms to 
gether, and jaws fulcrumed for independent 
movement on said arms, said jaws having 
pins adapted to fit within bolt holes of the 
joint bars. m 
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2. A tool for applying joint bars to rails 
comprising pivoted arms adapted to strad 
dle a rail, means for drawing said arms to 
gether, and opposite jaws fulcrumed freely 
On Said arms and having surfaces adapted 
to bear upon the joint bars and additional 
surfaces adapted to bear upon the head and 
base of the rail when the joint bars have 
been drawn together to predetermined 
positions. - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

3. A tool for applying joint bars to rails 
comprising pivoted arms adapted to straddle 
a rail, means for drawing said arms to 
gether, and jaws fulcrumed for independent 
movement on said arms, said jaws having 
stepped formations adapted to bear upon 
portions of the joint bars and portions of 
the rail to seat said joint bars on the rail 
in predetermined positions when said arms 
are drawn together. 

4. A tool for applying joint bars to rails 
comprising pivoted arms adapted to strad 
(tle a rail, means for drawing said arms to 
gether, and jaws fulcrumed for independent 
movement on said arms, said jaws having 
pins adapted to fit within bolt holes of the 
joint bars, and having stepped formations 
adapted to bear upon the head and base of 
the rail and upon portions of the joint bars, 
whereby the drawing together of said arms 
causes said joint bars to be seated in pre 
determined positions on the rail and with 
their bolt holes in opposite alignment. 

5. A tool for applying joint bars to rails 
comprising pivoted arms adapted to strad 
dle a rail, a toggle joint for drawing said 
arms together, and jaws on said arms having 
formations adapted to bear upon the joint 
bars to seat them in predetermined positions 
on the rail when said arms are drawn to 
gether. - - 

6. A tool for applying joint bars to rails 
comprising pivoted arms in the form of bell 
crank levers, a handle with its end attached 
to the upper end of one arm, a link con 
necting the upper end of another arm with 
an intermediate portion of said handle, and 
jaws fulcrumed on the lower ends of said 
arms and adapted to bear upon said joint 
bars to seat them in predetermined positions 
on the rail when said handle is operated to 
draw the lower ends of said arms together. 

7. A tool for applying joint bars to rails 
comprising pivoted arms adapted to strad 
dle a rail, means for drawing said arms to 
gether, and opposite jaws fulcrumed freely 
on said arms, said jaws having inner faces 
with stepped surfaces adapted to bear upon 
portions of the rail and joint bars whereby 
the joint bars may be seated in predeter 
mined positions on the rail when said arms 
are drawn together. - 

8. A tool for applying joint bars to rails 
comprising arms adapted to straddle a rail, 
means for drawing said arms together, each 
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of said arms being pivotally connected in 
dependently of each other to said means, 

10 

2. 

and opposite jaws fulcrumed freely on said 
arms having formations adapted to bear up 
on the joint bars to seat them in predeter-- 
mined positions on the rail when said arms 
are drawn together. 

9. A tool for applying joint bars to rails 
comprising arms adapted to straddle a rail, 
means for drawing said arms together, each 
of said arms being pivotally connected inde 
pendently of each other to said means, and 
opposite jaws fulcrumed freely on said arms 
and having formations adapted to bear up 
on portions of the rail and joint bars to 
seat the joint bars in predetermined posi 
tions on the rail when said arms are drawn 
together. 

10. A tool for applying joint bars to rails 
comprising arms adapted to straddle a rail, 
means for drawing said arms together, each 
of said arms being pivotally connected inde 
pendently of each other to said means, and 
jaws on said arms having projections 
adapted to fit within bolt holes of the joint bar. 
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto 

signed my name at Williamsport, Pennsyl 
vania, this tenth day of July 1981, 
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Ebwis's lifePEY. 


